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CASE STUDY
CLIMEWORKS – HOW TO FILTER CO2 OUT OF AMBIENT AIR
Problem – Challenge
Extracting greenhouse gases from the atmosphere and thus mitigating climate change, remains one of the most
important challenges of the 21st century. Burning fuels creates mainly CO2 and H2O. This reaction can be reversed
with available industrial technology. Synthetic fuels can be produced from CO2 , water and electricity as the only
inputs. By supplying atmospheric CO2 and renewable energies for fuel synthesis, the resulting fuel is carbonneutral and an efficient means of storing and transporting renewable energy.
The storage of renewable energy in synthetic fuels is an alternative to storing it by means of batteries or hydrogen.
The transportation sector can be supplied with carbon-neutral fuels, while the existing hydrocarbon fuel infrastructure can be maintained.

Solution
A newly developed CO2 adsorber technology from the ETH Zurich spin-off Climeworks AG is based upon a cyclical adsorption/desorption process with a new cellulose-based filter material, which was developed at the Swiss
Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology (Empa) in collaboration with Climeworks and the ETH Zurich.
The new material can adsorb CO2 from humid air, store it, and then desorb it again as highly pure gas by heating
the material to approximately 90° C, such as for technical use in the production of synthetic fuels. The adsorber
can be used for a large number of adsorption/desorption cycles. Meanwhile, Climeworks is running a CO2 -adsorber pilot plant on industrial scale that is capable of extracting 50 tons of the gas per year. The collaboration with
Empa on the up-scaling of the cellulose-based material is on-going.

CASE STUDY
IM4TB, A FOUNDATION FOR DRUG DEVELOPMENT TO TREAT
MULTIDRUG-RESISTANT TUBERCULOSIS
Multidrug-resistant Tuberculosis
In 2013, an estimated nine million people developed active tuberculosis (TB), of whom 360,000 were HIV-positive,
while the disease or its co. mplications proved fatal for another 1.5 million. TB now ranks as the 8th cause of death
in emerging countries. Founded in 2013 as a not-for-profit foundation, the EPFL spin-off Innovative Medicines for
Tuberculosis (iM4TB) is adressing the challenge with a promising new drug. Called "PBTZ169", the molecule has
been very effective in combination with the standard therapy pyrazinamide, as well as with the more recent drug,
Bedaquiline (approved by the European Union and the U.S. FDA for cases of multidrug-resistant TB). PBTZ169
works by destroying the bacterium's cell wall, which shields it against the immune system of the host and antibiotics. In vivo studies show that PBTZ169 is effective and quicker than current drugs recommended by the World
Health Organization.

A promising drug candidate
The EPFL and iM4TB have entered into a partnership with the company Nearmedic (Moscow, Russia) for developing and commercialising the drug in countries of the former Soviet Union, which are experiencing a resurgence
of the disease that is resistant to most treatments. iM4TB has also be granted an award from the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation that will help move PBTZ169 into human trials, initially planned to occur in collaboration with
the Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois (CHUV) in Lausanne. iM4TB is chaired by the world renowned TB
expert Professor Stewart Cole. He also directs EPFL’s Global Health Institute. iM4TB enjoys as well advice from the
HIV-discoverer and Nobel laureate Françoise Barré-Sinoussi (Institut Pasteur), as Patron of iM4TB: "I am happy to
support and encourage iM4TB’s work on tuberculosis drug development," she states. "I applaud their aim to stop
this disease that is a major threat to persons infected with HIV and kills three people every minute worldwide."
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